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ADDIS ABABA: Europe and Canada said they would seek
their own guarantees over the safety of Boeing’s 737
MAX, further complicating plans to get the aircraft flying
worldwide after they were grounded in the wake of two
accidents killing more than 300 people. As the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) analyses Boeing’s plans for
a software fix prompted by the first crash five months ago,
the European Union’s aviation safety agency EASA prom-
ised its own deep look at any design improvements. “We
will not allow the aircraft to fly if we have not found
acceptable answers to all our questions,” EASA Executive
Director Patrick Ky told an EU
parliament committee hearing.

Canada said it would inde-
pendently certify the 737
MAX in the future, rather than
accepting FAA validation, and
would conduct an “exhaustive
review” of the automated flight
control system in MAX air-
craft, known as MCAS, which
experts believe may have
played a role in both crashes.
Canada also said it would send
a team to help US authorities
evaluate proposed design changes and decide if others
were needed. Boeing Co declined to comment. The com-
pany on Tuesday reshuffled the top executives in its com-
mercial airplanes unit to focus on the accident investiga-
tions. US government officials do not believe the two
crashes will lead to a worldwide shift away from FAA cer-
tifications but US lawmakers, as well as federal prosecu-
tors, are scrutinizing the certification of the Boeing 737
MAX. The chairman of the US House of Representatives
transportation committee and another key Democrat asked
the Transportation Department’s inspector general on
Tuesday to examine key decisions made by the FAA in
certifying the 737 MAX jet for use.

The FAA declined to comment on that request or on

actions taken by other countries, but said in a statement
that “the current, historic aviation safety record in the US
and globally is achieved through the FAA’s robust process-
es and full collaboration with the aviation community.” The
US Transportation Department’s inspector general plans to
audit the FAA’s certification of the jet, an official with the
office said on Tuesday. The office can recommend changes
or improvements to how the FAA operates. Boeing said it
would cooperate with the audit.

The unusual public intervention by two leading regula-
tors came as a probe into the final minutes of Ethiopian

Airlines Flight 302 turned
toward secrets hidden in the
cockpit voice recorder. The
voices of Captain Yared
Getachew and First Officer
Ahmednur Mohammed could
help explain the March 10
crash of the Boeing 737 MAX
that has worrying parallels
with another disaster involving
the same model off Indonesia
in October. 

The twin disasters killed
346 people, but there is no

conclusive evidence so far that they are linked. Black box
data was downloaded in France but only Ethiopian experts
leading the probe have access to the dialogue between
Getachew, 29, and Mohammed, 25. The data was back in
Addis Ababa on Tuesday, sources familiar with the probe
said. Experts believe the new MCAS system, which is
designed to stop stalling by dipping the nose, may have
been a factor in both crashes, with pilots unable to over-
ride it as their jets plunged downwards. Both came down
just minutes after take-off after erratic flight patterns and
loss of control reported by the pilots. However, every acci-
dent is a unique chain of human and technical factors,
experts say. The prestige of Ethiopian Airlines, one of
Africa’s most successful companies, and Boeing, the

world’s biggest planemaker and a massive US exporter, are
at stake.

Lawmakers and safety experts are questioning how
thoroughly regulators vetted the MAX model and how
well pilots were trained on new features. For now, global
regulators have grounded the existing fleet of more than
300 MAX aircraft, and deliveries of nearly 5,000 more -
worth well over $500 billion - are on hold. Pressure on
Chicago-headquartered Boeing has grown with news that

federal prosecutors are scrutinizing how carefully the
MAX model was developed, two people briefed on the
matter said.  The US Justice Department is also looking at
the FAA’s oversight of Boeing, one of the people said. And
a federal grand jury last week issued at least one subpoena
to an entity involved in the plane’s development. US
President Donald Trump plans to nominate former Delta
Air Lines executive Steve Dickson to head the FAA on
Tuesday. —Reuters

Stakes rise for Boeing; EU and Canada 
step up scrutiny of MAX after crashes

Boeing and US regulator face awkward questions

LE BOURGET: Photo shows one of the two black box recorders of the Ethiopian Airlines 737 MAX which crashed min-
utes after taking off from Addis Ababa airport. — AFP  
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NAIROBI: Amnesty International yesterday accused
US forces of killing several civilians in Somalia as they
“dramatically increased” the number of air strikes in the
volatile country, but the US military denied the deaths.
The US military said it had carried out 110 strikes by
drones and manned aircraft in the past two years in
Somalia, killing over 800 people, but insisted every
death was that of a “terrorist.” But Amnesty researchers
who investigated five air strikes in detail reported at
least 14 civilians had been killed-raising fears the total
dead in the scores of attacks may be far higher.

“The attacks appear to have violated international
humanitarian law, and some may amount to war
crimes,” Amnesty said in the report, titled “The Hidden
US War in Somalia”. The study is based on 150 inter-
views including witnesses, family members of those
killed and security experts. Their reports were corrob-
orated by satellite imagery, photographs of the deep
craters of the explosions, as well as munition fragments
collected from the sites.

US strikes, which included missiles fired by manned
aircraft as well as drones, targeted Somalia’s Al-Qaeda
linked jihadist insurgents, Al-Shabaab. Amnesty said
that since April 2017, the US “has dramatically
increased the number of air strikes - from manned air-
craft and unmanned drones - it has launched in Somalia,
tripling the annual rate of attacks.” It said the number
of US air strikes is more than the number of those it
carried out in Yemen and Libya combined during the
same period.

But the US Africa Command (AFRICOM) insisted
they had all been legitimate targets as members of Al-
Shabaab, and that the Amnesty report was incorrect.
“Since June 2017, AFRICOM conducted 110 airstrikes
in Somalia, eliminating more than 800 terrorists,” it said
in a statement, adding that “our assessments found that
no AFRICOM airstrike resulted in any civilian casualty
or injury.” AFRICOM added that it was “in the interest
of the terrorist group al-Shabaab to untruthfully claim
civilian casualties.”

Amnesty’s military expert Brian Castner said that
“the civilian death toll we’ve uncovered in just a handful
of strikes suggests the shroud of secrecy surrounding
the US role in Somalia’s war is actually a smokescreen
for impunity. —AFP 
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LONDON: Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU
leaders yesterday for a three-month delay to Brexit
amid continued political deadlock in London, but
Brussels warned the postponement carried “serious
legal and political risks”. Exactly 1,000 days on from
Britain’s seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the
European Union and with just nine days left until the
scheduled departure date, the divorce deal is blocked in
parliament and political turmoil grips the country.
Faced with the potentially catastrophic impact of
Britain leaving its biggest trading partner with no deal
on March 29, May said she would try one last time to
pass her deal next week.

If it passes, it would still need to be ratified, and she
told MPs she has written to EU President Donald Tusk
asking to push Brexit back until June 30. If she fails a
third time, May said parliament would have to decide
what happened next - but said she viewed any longer
extension as “a failure to deliver on the referendum
decision”. She hinted that her own future was on the
line, saying: “As prime minister, I am not prepared to
delay Brexit any further than June 30.”

And the prospect of Britain having to hold European
Parliament elections at the end of May would be “unac-
ceptable”, she said. May will travel to Brussels today for
an EU summit where she will put her request in person
to the other 27 EU leaders, who must unanimously
approve any delay. But European Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker said it was unlikely they would
reach a decision without a clear signal from London on
what MPs want, suggesting another meeting might be
needed next week.

The European Commission, the EU’s executive arm,
also warned EU leaders against the June 30 date saying
a shorter delay to May 23 or a longer one to “at least
until 2019” would be preferable.

‘End of the road’ 
May and the EU hammered out a divorce agreement

over the past two years but MPs have twice rejected the
plan by heavy margins. Her original plan to hold a third
vote this week, before the EU summit, was dramatically
blocked by Commons speaker John Bercow, who said
May could not keep bringing the deal back to MPs
without changes. European leaders are now demanding

Britain tells them clearly what it wants. “As long as we
don’t know what Britain could say yes to, no decision
can be taken on our side either,” Juncker told German
broadcaster Deutschlandfunk. He said the deal agreed
was the final offer, warning: “Nothing more can be done,
we’ve reached the end of the road. 

“If other scenarios are being discussed, we’d need a
new road.” Juncker said May needed to present Brussels
with an agreement approved by parliament as well as “a
clear timetable”. Given that this was unlikely before the
summit’s start today, “we will probably need to meet
again next week”. European Parliament vice-president
Mairead McGuinness said she expected the EU will be
willing to grant a Brexit extension if the purpose is clear.
However, she told BBC television there were concerns
over continued uncertainty from a “rolling cliff-edge”.

‘National humiliation’ 
Brexit-backing British newspapers echoed the gener-

al sense of frustration. The Daily Mail’s editorial read:
“1,000 days of incompetence, betrayal and now national
humiliation... how did victory turn to this?” Addressing
MPs at her weekly question and answer session in the
House of Commons, May expressed her own frustration
at the deadlock.  She said any delay to Brexit beyond
June would require Britain to take part in May elections
for the European Parliament, which would be “unac-
ceptable”. However, opposition Labor leader Jeremy
Corbyn blamed the prime minister’s “incompetence, fail-
ure and intransigence”, saying she refused to accept her
deal had failed.—AFP

British PM seeks 
brief Brexit delay 
from hesitant EU

LONDON: Britain’s Leader of the House of Commons
Andrea Leadsom reacts as she leaves from 10
Downing Street in London yesterday. — AFP 

News in brief

Power plant ‘triggers quake’ 

SEOUL: A rare earthquake in South Korea was trig-
gered by the country’s first experimental geothermal
power plant, a team of government-commissioned
experts said yesterday. The southeastern port city of
Pohang was rattled by a 5.4-magnitude earthquake in
November 2017 - the second-most powerful tremor
ever in the normally seismically stable South. Dozens of
people were injured and more than 1,500 left homeless
- while a nationwide college entrance exam was post-
poned in an unprecedented move as authorities scram-
bled with recovery efforts. A year-long government-
commissioned study pointed to the geothermal power
plant as the cause. —AFP 

6 police killed in SW Pakistan 

QUETTA: At last six Pakistani policemen were killed in
a raid on a checkpoint in southwestern Balochistan
province, officials said yesterday, in the latest Taleban-
claimed attack in the restive area. The assault took
place in the mountainous Sanjawi area of Ziarat dis-
trict, some 80 kilometers east of the provincial capital
Quetta. “It was a sudden attack. The attackers came on
motorcycles and killed all six personnel on duty,”
Qadir Bakhsh, a senior government official in Ziarat
said. Bakhsh said the attackers were armed with auto-
matic weapons and fled after the assault yesterday,
adding that a search operation has been launched in
the area. The Pakistani Taleban later claimed responsi-
bility for the attack in an email sent to media. Faisal
Agha-another senior government official-confirmed
the attack and toll.—AFP 

China backs Pakistan efforts 

BEIJING: China backed its “iron friend” Pakistan yes-
terday, applauding its recent counter-terrorism meas-
ures as Islamabad faces criticism for harboring mili-
tants. An attack on Indian-administered Kashmir last
month killed 40 Indian security personnel and was
claimed by a Pakistan-based militant group. “China
commends Pakistan’s recent strong counter-terrorism
measures at home,” Foreign Minister Wang Yi told
reporters after meeting with his Pakistani counterpart.
“We fully support Pakistan in carrying through its
counterterrorism campaign,” Wang said. Since March
5, Pakistani authorities have arrested hundreds of sus-
pected Islamist militants and shuttered more than 700
madrassas, mosques, and clinics linked to banned
groups. —AFP

Karadzic sentence increased 

THE HAGUE: UN judges yesterday ordered former
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic to spend the
rest of his life in jail for the “sheer scale and systematic
cruelty” of his war crimes a quarter of a century ago.
Karadzic, 73, stood motionless and grim-faced in the
dock as judges said they had upheld his 2016 convic-
tions for genocide and war crimes during the conflict in
Bosnia, and increased his original 40-year sentence.
The panel of appeals judges in The Hague “imposes a
sentence of life imprisonment” after rejecting
Karadzic’s appeal against his conviction for atrocities
including the 1995 Srebrenica massacre, head judge
Vagn Joensen said. Judges at the original trial “under-
estimated the extreme gravity of Karadzic’s responsi-
bility for the most grave crimes committed during the
period of conflict, noted for their sheer sale and sys-
tematic cruelty”, Joensen said.— AFP 

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump heaped
praise yesterday on right-wing Brazilian President Jair
Bolsonaro-and received plenty back-in announcing a
special relationship that he said could even see the
Latin American country join NATO. At a joint news
conference on the sun-soaked Rose Garden lawn,
Trump and the man dubbed “Trump of the Tropics” let
the mutual compliments flow.

“I have always admired the United States of
America. And this sense of admiration has just
increased after you took office and the presidency,”
Bolsonaro said. Trump, stressing Brazil’s partnership in
the US-led campaign to force hard-left Venezuelan
President Nicolas Maduro from power, said Bolsonaro

was “doing a fantastic job” and had “brought the coun-
try together.”

For years Bolsonaro was little more than a marginal
congressman, but his Trump-like campaign in 2018,
promising to combat corruption and crime, and to end
politics as usual, propelled him to surprise victory. His
hard-right views, including frequent expressions of sup-
port for Brazil’s past period of military rule, horrified the
left and drove deep divisions in Latin America’s biggest
nation. But at the press conference, his condemnation of
what he called “fake news”-opponents say he is refer-
ring merely to critical reports-and references to deeply
conservative social values pleased Trump. “We have
many views that are similar,” Trump said.

Brazil in NATO? 
Trump spent much of the news conference dis-

cussing efforts to squeeze Venezuela’s authorities,
which he warned could face many more sanctions than
those already imposed in an attempt to cripple the gov-
ernment’s finances. Brazil, which shares a long border
with Venezuela, is important in the strategy. In
Bolsonaro, an ex-soldier who idolizes the former lead-

ers of Brazil’s anti-communist military dictatorship,
Trump has a ready ally against Maduro. In return,
Bolsonaro got one of the main items on his wish list:
agreement for Brazil to be given NATO privileges. This
“major non-NATO ally” status would ease Brazil’s
access to US weaponry and other military links.—AFP
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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump and Brazil’s
President Jair Bolsonaro (left) leave after a press confer-
ence in the Rose Garden at the White House in
Washington, DC. — AFP 


